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ABSTRACT

This research in the long term aims to develop a number of components of citizenship competence to make values
nationality and the richness of the teachings of local wisdom as a way to survive and get along with other nations in the 21st
Century. In particular, the purpose of this research using the component of citizenship competence as a way of measuring the
success of Civics learning by using national values ??in every document that forms the basis of living together with the
Indonesian people who multiculturalism and a number of local wisdom teachings to ground Indonesianness in the curricular
process at school.
To achieve this goal, this research uses development research steps and development model experimentation civic competence
as a way of measuring the success of using national values ??and local wisdom in Civics classes in junior high and/or high
school. Technically, first, identify the national values ??that become the the basis of living together with Indonesia's multicultural
society and a number of teachings local wisdom values ??of multicultural citizenship character. Second, compose model of
developing citizenship competence components to make national values ??and the richness of local wisdom teachings are
meaningful and important in the formation of citizens with Indonesian personalities through
Civics learning in schools.
The results of the research in the second year showed that the development of citizenship competence has been carried out in
schools, especially through curricular subjects of Civics and school culture. Strengthening character education
provide adequate space for the purpose of forming civic character multiculturalism in a multicultural society in schools. In the
second year has outputs produced by both the research team and student theses involved in the team.
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